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KEVIN ROWLAND 
THE DAMNED 
HAYSIFANTAYZEE 
Hit songs including DON’T GO, 
HEAT OF THE MOMENT, FAME 
and many others 
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Hundreds of albums 
to be won! 
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IT STARTED WITH A KISS 
HOT CHOCOLATE 

= HEAT OF THE MOMENT 

STOOL PIGEON 

AFRICAN AND WHITE 

COME ON EILEEN 

CLIFF RICHARD 

S: CAR TROUBLE 

KEVIN ROWLAND: OLD CHATTERBOX IS BACK 

HAYSI FANTAYZEE 
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KEVIN ROWLAND & HELEN O'HARA 
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DRIYI.V 
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A MADNESS VIDEO. OUR MAN AT THE GAS-PUMP: NEIL TENNANT. PIT-STO 

ng In My Car”. 

ork of organised chaos — soraeon® 
nd props; camera crew. Madnes„ 
lat to do after they've arrived. They 
e who've already made a whole stac 
vhy they should stop making them 
ilism and nutty ideas are the 
it a routine involving a couple of 

1 the costumes are individually 

reption. Autographs were constantly requested and prov 
lumour, crowds of onlookers smiled. When they were fill 
g in their car through the streets of London, the friendly, 
nthusiastic reactions of people passing on the pavement 
'ere testimony to the fact that Madness hold almost as se 









STEADY 

RELEASES 

SURPRISE SOME PEOPLE GIVE IT A LISTEN. 

IDOL' CHR 1377 ALSO AVAILABLE ON 

CASSETTE. 







mens 

the "Keep Fit" albums. 
Masses of them. If you so wished you 

' !n indoor jogging with 
_finally rick you your back 

with Angela Rippon or slip a disc with 
Felicity Kendall. 

But what's it like, we wondered? Can you 
befit and still lead a normal life? Does it 
hurt? And if so, how much? Why not try it 
and see? 

So we did. Or rather, we watched. Track 
suits were ordered up and five likely (and 

srcises while driving 

....s Mulligan (also of 
ion), singer and occasional off-duty 

rider. "I'm dyslexic," says he, "so I 
i bit of trouble telling my left from 
This makes it a bit tricky doing 
ses and voting." 
j the incredibly fit Saily-Ann from 

Sr.Th e records are alright," is the 
, "except you can't hear what 

ring half the time. The A-sides 
t's the B-side's you've got to 

name, thought they’d give it a whit 
"Keeping fit's for middle-aged 
housewives," they laughed, foolishly, 
Thirty minutes later, mind, they were both 
"a bit stiff". 

The quintet were duly ushered Into a 
mirrored room at the Pineapple Dance 
Studios, exposed to "Keep Fit" LPs by Jane 
Fonda and Arlene Phillips of Hot Gossip. 
"---probing lens of Virginia 

tale of mounting muscle 









it's alright for Tenpolc 
Tudor though. They've g 
tree holiday lined up in a 
Ibiza. All they've got to dc 

posh gig called The Castle 
ireally is a castle, apparen 

Geoff Deane oi Model 

for a sunny spell, cleverly 
avoiding the Tudor invasion. 

Kevin Rowland's already 
been for his hols. He managed to 

between disciplined Dexys 
rehearsals. Quo's Francis Rossi 
has also nipped off to Spain to 
fade his jeans for a few weeks. 

Portugal is currently crawling 

Gor* and Wan Wilder 

I fools that we are — w« 

apparently, for a spin 

iuwu uwui. For nowt. If you 
fancy one. jot the answers to the | 
following questions on a card, ■ 
along with your name and 
address, and send it swiftly to I 
Smash Hits OMD 
Competition, 52/55 Carnaby St. 
LONDON W1V 1PF by Augus r 

Question One. Who's the M< 
Of Orleans? a) Joan Of Arc; b) . I 
Billy Jean King; c) Kelly Marie. . 

Question Two. Enola Gay was ■ 
the name of —a) A Twin-Tub I 
Washing Machine; b) Paul 
Humphreys' synth; c) the 1 
American plane that bombed | 
Hiroshima. Which? ' 

bloke is. And if you're not, we're 
going to tell you anyway. 

The last seven years in his 
’ ’-regards the 

. fretboard at 
12. and by '61 was travelling 

university in Wisconsin touting 
raw white soul in a group that 
included Boz Scaggs, later to 
strike gold during the disco boom 
with tunes like "Lowdown". 

By the late '60s, Miller had 
moved to Chicago and formed 
the nucleus of The Steve Miller 
Band who made — between then 

. and the mid-'70s — a series of 
hugely acclaimed LPs. Bearing 
suitably psychedelic titles like 
"Recall The Beginning . . . A 

lyrics came wrapped in swirling 
patterns of luxuriously produced 
soft rock that perfectly captured 

He never quite cracked the Big 

Liable for £3.95 
following address: Smash Hits 
Binder Offer, Easibind Ltd. 
Eardley House. 4 Uxbridge 
Street, Kensington, London 

League but did eventually hit the 
Number One spot in the US 
singles chart in early 74 with 
'The Joker". 

Things went quiet again 'til 76 
when he released "Fly Like An 
Eagle" which showed a slight 
change in style. Gone were the 
fantasy words and long "spacey" 
solos; the songs were sharply 
crafted rock/pop about 

how "time keeps on slipping into 

already had lots of Eagles and 
Fleetwood Mac LPs. 

The new album. 
"Abracadabra", shows how he's 
crafted this pop sound even 
further. Cleanly executed 

persuasive backing, all perfect 
for radio play. Needless to say, 
spurred on by the phenomenal 
success of the single. Miller's 
back in England for a few select 
dates. Expect a few afghan coats 
and flared denims in the crowd. 
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Get into a new religion. 
Look to the Church. 

CARRERE 

The new album ‘THE BLURRED CRUSADE’ 

The first album ‘The Church’ o 
le new single ‘Almost With You’ 



Documented and brought up to date by 
Pete Silverton 
Picture by Virginia Turbett 

had they begun to bask in the 
'h of a new record label, 
}, where they joined fellow 

maamen, Motorhead, then 
Captain Sensible launched his 
solo career with "Happy Talk" 
topping the charts within eleven 
days of release. For the first time 

itharadio 

"The day he went to number 
one, his phone was engaged dll '' 
day, there were fifteen 
photographers round there at one 
point. When I finally got through 

mess, Rat. I really don't 
_ whether I like this or not. 
The great thing is he's still the 

■’ 5.1 really admire 
—. Rat realised he'd 
admitted to something an * 
added slyly. "But 11-'* 4 

>ss has also posed 

Damned have rui 
awful debts. Now._ 
are smelling the whiff of crisp 
fivers and sticking out their 
hands. "We asked the record 
company if we'd got any fan 
mail," said the Captain, "They 
—:J — only from the courts. 



lid1 ROCKY HORROR SHOW 
Htti ^ (Now entering its sixth great year. . .) 
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THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 
How to put your three instalments together with the 
cover. 
By removing the staples from the centrespread you can 
take out the Quiz Book pages beneath. Where necessary t 
cut them along the fold so that you have six pages of 
quizzes, each with two sections on either side. ^ 
Place the pages on top of each other in the order shown m 
in the diagram and then slip them into the free card cover 1 
we gave you two issues ago, securing the whole thing 1 
with either staples or (even better) a piece of cotton. ’ 

_ * 

mtU llB™ 

WINALLTHELP 
The winner of this three part special competition gets to spend two minutes in the HMV 
Shop, London (the biggest in the world) helping themselves to all the albums they can 
carry. Here's your chance to become that person. In the last two issues we've asked you 
to name the people who recorded certain hits. Now we present the final part of the 
jigsaw and ask you to answer one simple question. Fill in the coupon below and send it, 
with the two tokens you've collected from previous issues, to the address shown. 

HMV 
COMPETITION 

3 

wanMo know vriwm ade "Th^BackO?Lov*" *An 
^nadn;rus^o^dte^rdwoThTLBaBigkQuLe^onAr 
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THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

SH3MSNV 

THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

DANCE CRAZE 
2 TONE & BEYOND 

1. "On My Radio" was the first hit single for who? 
2. What was the name given to the dancing figure who featured in 
various poses on the labels of all the early 2 Tone releases? 
3. After recording one single on 2 Tone, The Beat departed to form 

4/WhaTdothehdUals^°stafd to? ^ ^ 

lumber for American outfit The Go-Go’s 



THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

SU3AVSNV 

1. Name The Jam's 

2. Their manager is the 
father of one of the band 
members. What is his 

3. Paul Weller has 
branched out recently 
into book and magazine 
publishing. What is the 
name of the company he 
formed? 
4. What was The Jam's 
first number one single? 
5. Bruce Foxton once 
managed a band who 
had a big hit single. 
Name the 45 and the 

sleeve. Name it. 
7. Name three Jam songs that mention places in England. 
8. Which distinguished poet is quoted on the sleeve of "Sound 
Affects"? 
9. Which of these songs was not written by The Jam? a) "News Of 
The World"; b) "When You're Young"; c) "Heatwave"; d) "Butterfly 
Collector". 
10. Paul Weller admires the sleeve designs on the records of a 
certain famous 60s mod group. Are they: a) The Kinks; b) The 
Small Faces; c) Amen Corner? 
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IN THE WEST END AND 
ACROSS THE COUNTRY FROM JULY29TH. 

The music and feeling go on forever. 

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A ROBERT STIGWOOD/ALLAN CARR PRODUCTION-GREASE 2 
Starring MAXWELL CAULFIELD • MICHELLE PFEIFFER-ADRIAN ZMED -LORNA LUFTand DIDI CONN as Frenchy 

Special Guest Appearances by EVE ARDEN-SID CAESAR-DODYGOODMAN-TAB HUNTER-CONNIE STEVENS 
Choreography by PATRICIA BIRCH • Executive Producer BILL OAKES - Written by KEN FINKLEMAN 

Produced by ROBERT STIGWOOD and ALLAN CARR- Directed by PATRICIA BIRCH 
PANAVISION-A PARAMOUNT PICTURE ^ PIS IRIBIJI lil) BY IJIP °PJc . h^.^. 





kid creole 
l 

Machinery 



THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

JAPAN 
1. What's David Sylvian's real name? 
2. Which member of the band recently exhibited his sculptures? 
3. Which member of the band has a keen interest in photography? 
4. In what year did they form? Was it 1977,1978 or 1974? 
5. In 1981 an original member of the band left. Name please. 
6. What was the name of the famous Italian producer who took 
charge of their "Obscure Alternatives" album? 
7. David Sylvian plays two instruments. What are they? 
8. Sylvian and Jansen have recently been recording with Japanese 
musician Riuichi Sakamoto. What band does he usually work with? 
9. Their first single came out in 1976. What was it? 
10. Where did they first meet up? 

Luei|S|M0n m |ooips;v 01 papered Ay\| uo u[ey i,uoq„ 6 
.'eJiseipjo oiBbiai /v\0||a,\ '8 ^azjsamuAs rg Jejmc) y :japojoy\| ojBjoio 

9 :ueaaqoy g :t?A6l P ^uasuep sabis £ :uje» rpiifl z -Hea P!abq l 

StfJAVSNV 

12 

ANARCHY IN THE UK 
THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

stn/ftSNV 
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TO BE WON! 
Every now and then we like to vary our extraordinary prize 
competitions and give away a compilation album bursting with hit 
singles. Such a time is now and the LP in question is "Overload", 
the latest mix'n'match offering from Ronco. No less than twenty 
two tracks, including hits from people like Blondie, Yazoo, Toyah. 
Haircut One Hundred, Roxy Music, Depeche Mode, Simple Minds. 
Tight Fit, Japan, Kim Wilde, Bardo, Altered Images and The Fun 

^esuon.ouaave to answer in order to get your maulers on 
one of these fifty albums is a little mathematical but shouldn't be 
beyond the scope of the well-informed music maniac. 

It's this: if Blondie. Yazoo, Haircut One Hundred, Japan and 
Altered Images joined forces, how many boys would there be in the 

_ Answers on a postcard or the back of < “ 
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Their new album and cassette. 
Out now and featuring ‘Pass The Cup’ 

plus their latest single, 
‘Girl’s Got To Know! 

rtjsJj*-1 
■ty0 tf8t^ 

a 
Album: CPS 85666 Cassette: CBS 40-85666 

AFRAID 
OF MICE 

38 



LEAGUE 
theTHINGS THAT DREAMS ARE MADE OF 

REQUEST-SPOT 
ilHfsIl 



MIDNIGHT’ EXPRESS 
Starring the rarely interviewed and currently 

countrified Kevin Rowland of Dexys Midnight Runners. 
Words: Mark Ellen Picture: Eric Watson 

I them so. 

me fact 



COME ON EILEEN 
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ALTAOCEHTOGTELTNOD 
XOBEZEEUQSBBRAPSBR 
MAD I MFREEAOET I PTAE 
DYLORYSLBRTTCAESBH 
TOOECLGA I TOTRBEOAT 
SHSBITOEAOUKULRPHE 
NIGPLROMNRSOIIPEXG 
SIKI I LLREEYMSYROPO 
YIALRAESDRRTJEE I PT 
DAEGGLOBEOHAAHS I BN 
SYLEAFATFECLTENAS I 
EPLE LDTESKMTU I BULO 
UAL I REEPRENLOAOESJ 
L I LOBS I LWABEORTNSL 
BYCUNDUSOSSOWSQEAL 
EEOAEGUBNOCDSSE LAU 
MYCRNBLASSFE IMOLPO 
I IZACTMI ITETEKANNY 
TAJ I FGEDVAI FELE IGE 
RYGYNERXCEETAGAHFR 
EAOUPEHTPERLUGTITA 
MBOBTPITLLIORTWNDO 
MYASAOAMMEAACYEUOH 
UL I BNMEHS I B IMK I QGW 
SSDRAZIWLLABNIPSSL 

MfcUm Tfcti.N 
A SINGLE 
RECORD ONE 

THE HANGING GARDEN 
ONE HUNDRED YEARS 
FROM THE ALBUM PORNOGRAPHY 
RECORD TWO 

A FOREST 
KILLING AN ARAB 
RECORDED LIVE IN MANCHESTER 
AVAILABLE IN A LIMITED EDITION GATEFOLD 
SLEEVE AT A SPECIAL LOW PRICE 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS A STANDARD 7" 
THE HANGING GARDEN B/W KILLING AN ARAB 

SINGLE FROM^ 

* ASYLUMS 
INJERUSALEM 
* » * * PIUS * * 4 * 

JACQUES 
DERRIDA 



continues. I might add (rather amusinglyl. 
But enough of me, fans (if such a thing is 

possible), and on with The Show. Picture the 
scene — roadhog reporter Baz is zooming 
towards Reading seated upon his trusty 
rev-up scooter (faster than a speeding bullet, 

— I spy the unlikely sight of The Human 
League (all six of 'em) outside Martin 
Rushent's Genetic Studios, trying to 
push-start this clapped-out old Hillman 
Minx, To whom, enquired Baz breezily, does 
this rust-ridden wreck belong (expecting the 
answer 'Mart's Dad' or 'Queen Victoria' or 
something)? Joanne Catherall, comes the 
answer. Had to laugh, honestl You’d think 
with all the lolly the League must be making 
she could splash out on a nippy pop-pop or 
trendy Metro by now. No sense of style, 
these people. Oh, almost forgot. New 
League tracks are currently being recorded. 
Sounded like a fab marriage 'twixt prime 
League and The Jacksons (note racey writing 
style there). Can't wait for release day, me. 

Talking of style (my kind of language). 
Bonedome Baz went for a nifty Mohican trim 
t'other jour. Me and new boy Neil Tennant 
were off for a night of fruity drinks down 
Steve Strange's Camden Palace gaff so 
thought I'd push the boat out a bit. Geezer 
with the electric clippers says "orlright. 
Bozo, wad'yer fancy—'The Patriotic Punk 
Look'?". So I says, okay my tattoo-ed 

nervous glance in mirror and — hofy 
haircuts!— he's only gone and shaved wavy 
lines down both sides of me bonce and 
trimmed this little tuft on top into a scale 
model of the SS Canberra. 



ATTENTION MOTORCYCLISTS_ 

50 pence 
andsave 
a small 
fortune 

' Address. 

| MOTORCYCLE WORLD 
I Peacock Cross, Hamilton ML3 9BG Tel: 0698 283129 _ 

I 

I 

11HII 
l>S4 I I 
New Nil 

14 4 I II I I 
Produced In Midee I re 

7 Scft 4 14 41 ll ll 
SOMEBODY El SI S DDE AM 
17 St l< 4171441 II I I Ul.im mix) 
TOCETDEDI / mix) 
S4 MII 44WI I SI'S III AM 





From previous page 

Adventurously deciding the other 
day to spring clean my bedroom I 

"rubble" under my bed. which 
consisted of:— 2 small transistor 
radios, one writing set. 2 framed 
pictures, one faded pair of jeans. 
4 photographs, one eyeliner 
pencil. / 7 long-lost singles, one 
gigantic Duran Duran poster, one 
forlorn poster of Bucks Fizz, one 3 
weeks overdue library book, and 
last, but not least, 14 tatty 

Smash Hits. Just thought I'd let 
you know what I think of you. 
Tracy, Heanor. 
P.S. Don't let it go to your head. 

Dear Beki Bondage, 
In your Personal File (issue 

June 24) you mentioned that your 
most hated phrase was "birds", 
meaning girls. You said that you 

disliked this because violent 
people are often called 

Simple really. Best of luck with 

• —«--cmy people didn't 
an know of his death. Unlike 

the deaths of many other rock 

songwriter who co _ 
The Pretenders' best numbers, 
"Brass In Pocket". 

Not only was his great musical 
ability reflected on record but 
also in the Pretenders' great live 
performances. 

I don't want to make this letter 
seem sloppy and sentimental but 
rather try to bring to people's 
attention the loss of a great 
musician who will be greatly 
missed by both the band and the 

Katherine Byrd, Brighton. 

ee you thrown in a flashy pic as 

Ta much, a really think The 

really grand, 'tis that. 
A Beet Cool Northerner. 
Manchester. 

What did Barry do before he 
started working for Smash Hits? 
A Tee Hee Mug, Bromley. 

Peter Hook and Bernard Albrecht 

were doing was talking to 
Gillian Gilbert? 

Anyway, how can she possibly 
speak for the band as a whole 
she may have been with New 

Order for two years but that 
doesn't give her the right to 
speak for the rest and say why 

press, play TOTPor put the 
band's name on their record 

A Dead Soul. Lanarkshire. 

Oh. Interviews are men's 
work are they? 

What on earth are pop singers' 
clothes coming to? I am referring 
to Thereza Bazar of Dollar whom I 
was very pleased to see on 
TOTP. July 1, singing that 
fantastic single "Videotheque". 

So maybe string vests are 
fashionable but hers looked as if 
it had just been pulled out of the 
dog's basket! 

Personally. I think she looked 
terrible and the designer of her 
costume should feel ashamed to 

I happen to be one of the 
unfortunate inhabitants of the 
"boring, horrible doss hole" 
which Terry and Lynval of The 
Fun Boy Three called Coventry in 

they expect? We can't all have 
the Mafia roaming the streets, 
though Terry and Lynval would 

. probably find that boring too. 

TALK-TALK 

NEW ALBUM OUT NOW 

ON CASSETTE 

AND RECORD 
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Those SIMPLE MINDS WHO 
want ALTERED IMAGES RUSH 
off to GO GO’S Motorcycle Shop, 
get EXPLOITED and end up with 
other PRETENDERS on lOCC’S 
down at the SAD CAFE. 

But the cat with IMAGINATION 
who wants to know the ABC 
of NEW ORDER motorcycles, 
JETS down to a local 

ON AUGUST THE FIFTH 1982 
THE WORLD WILL END 

next issue of Smash Hits 

FEATURING 

THE ASSOCIATES 
50 AUTOGRAPHED 

DEXYS MIDNIGHT 
RUNNERS 

(assuming everything goes according to plan) 
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